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Forever Classic
It matters not what your taste in furnishing is but if it
aromas distinguished elegance with a rich flavour of
life, then it has to be Empire Classic Furniture

M
From Top
New arrival
Glazed Ivory
Collection 1+1+3+4 seater,
Italian marble
top coffee table;
8 seater dining
set; King size
bed with two
night stands
and dresser

any interiors are dressed for
various reasons as individuals
are only individuals with distinct
tastes, penchants and rationales.
But if you have a discerning taste
for opulent interiors and are one who enjoys the
finer things in life, then you’ll find Empire Classic
Furniture singing to your tune. Not only are their
classic range series elaborate and extensive, their
showrooms are wide and expansive, in addition to
the head of their ‘Empire’, Tan Lian Chai, featuring
an impressive 30 years of invaluable experience.
Empire Classic Furniture has been the principal where furniture and furnishings of opulence
are concerned. The company has savoured over
five years leading the luxury furnishing market,
carrying a comprehensive imported range of
quality classic and grandiose-inspired furniture
and furnishings. Their collections of Old Victorian
and English, Italian Inlay, Renaissance, Bulgarian,
Paris Winter Nuwelle, Classic Rome and European
Emperor as well as their modern classic series
portray unrivalled excellence in quality, fine workmanship and exquisite taste.

Whether you’re looking for one-off talking
pieces or a corresponding set, let Empire satiate
your taste for the palatial. With Czech crystal
chandeliers, ornately crafted mirrors, resplendent
oil paintings, solid marble embellishments, goldtinted buffet tables, plumped-up stately leather
sofas, sophisticated office furniture and many
more plush furnishings, Empire has got it all for
that majestic feel.
Decorate your life with distinct stylish taste –
speak to the efficient personnel from Empire
where knowledge is chief, and delivery and installation is fast. ■

Empire Furniture & Decoration Sdn Bhd
PT8 & PT9, Jalan 5, Ampang Utama, Jalan Ampang,
68000, Selangor, Malaysia.
Tel: 03-4260 3688
Fax: 03-4260 3689
http://empire.furnipoint.com

